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Abstract—A bipartite graph consists of a set of nodes that
can be divided into two partitions such that no edge has both
endpoints in the same partition. A semi-bipartite graph is a
bipartite graph with edges in one partition. Anchored map is
a graph drawing technique for bipartite graphs and provides
aesthetically pleasing layouts of graphs with high readability
by restricting the positions of nodes in a partition. For this
research, the objects of the anchored map technique were
extended to semi-bipartite graphs. A hybrid layout style of an-
chored maps and matrix representations are proposed, and an
automatic drawing technique is shown. The proposed technique
arranges the nodes in one partition on a circumference like the
anchored map of bipartite graphs. It also divides nodes in the
other partition with edges into clusters and represents them
in the matrix representations to make it easy to see connective
subsets.

Keywords-network visualization, graph drawing, semi-
bipartite graph, anchored map, matrix representation

I. INTRODUCTION

Anchored map is a graph drawing technique for bipartite

graphs [8], [9]. A bipartite graph consists of a set of nodes

that can be divided into two partitions such that no edge

has both endpoints in the same partition. The anchored map

technique is based on the unrestricted placement of nodes

such as with the spring-embedder model [1]. However, it

restricts the positions of nodes in a partition to provide

aesthetically pleasing layout of graphs with high readability.

The purpose of this research is to extend the object

of the anchor map technique to semi-bipartite graphs. A

semi-bipartite graph is a bipartite graph with edges in one

partition. We see many semi-bipartite graphs in the real

world. For example, relations between items and consumers

who bought the items make up a bipartite graph. Taking

into account friendships among consumers, it becomes a

semi-bipartite graph. Relations between Web pages and

visitors to the pages also make up a bipartite graph, and

links between Web pages creates a semi-bipartite graph.

We believe visual representations of semi-bipartite graphs

help with observation and analysis of such relationships with

semi-bipartite graphs.

In an anchored map, nodes whose positions are restricted

are called “anchors,” and the other nodes are called “free

nodes.” In this study, we assume nodes in the partition
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with edges are free nodes. We can apply the anchored map

technique to semi-bipartite graphs. However, it ignores edges

between free nodes because there are no edges between

free nodes in bipartite graphs. Therefore, edges among free

nodes may bring about many problems in this situation. For

example, adjacent free nodes may be placed apart from each

other and edges connecting free nodes needlessly cross each

other. These problems cause low readability of the layout.

We developed a new anchored map technique to solve

such problems and draw semi-bipartite graphs as anchored

maps. We took the following two measures.

• introduce aesthetic criteria considering edges between

free nodes.

• introduce the matrix representation for the edges be-

tween free nodes.

We explain our new drawing technique we developed for

semi-bipartite graphs as drawing objects. The combination

of the anchored-map style and matrix representations is one

of the most important features of this technique. We show

the drawing standard, the aesthetic criteria, and a drawing

procedure for semi-bipartite graphs.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Bipartite Graph Drawing

Some studies on bipartite graphs have resulted in layout

techniques as a building block of drawing a graph in the

Sugiyama style [13]. For example, Newton et al. proposed

a heuristic for two-sided bipartite graph drawing, where

nodes in two partitions were laid out on two parallel lines

[11]. Other studies tried to change the style for bipartite

graphs. Zheng et al. described two layout models and proved

theorems of edge crossing for these models [15]. Giacomo

et al. proposed drawing bipartite graphs on two curves so

that the edges do not cross [3]. These studies proposed

techniques to minimize edge crossing in the two-sided style

or its extended styles.

The anchored map technique [8] is also a drawing tech-

nique for bipartite graphs. We introduce research related to

this in Section II-C because it is one of the most important

precursors of this research.

B. Semi-bipartite Graph Drawing

To the best of our knowledge, there have been few studies

on drawing semi-bipartite graphs. A semi-bipartite graph
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model has been introduced by Xu et al. [14]. They gave

a model of the gene ontology network as a semi-bipartite

graph and proposed drawing methods.

C. Anchored Map

The anchored map technique restricts positions of nodes,

called “anchors”, in one partition, to provide aesthetically

pleasing layout of graphs with high readability. Misue [8],

[9] described a method for restricting the positions of

anchors on a circumference.

Extensions were proposed for anchored maps. Ito et

al. proposed an extension of the drawing space to three

dimensions [6]. The positions of anchors are restricted on

a spherical surface, so anchors have the freedom of two

dimensions. Sato et al. proposed a method for showing

clusters of free nodes [12]. Free nodes are divided into

clusters by using similarities of sets of adjacent anchors and

drawn with iso-similarity contour curves. We also use the

idea of clustering free nodes. However, we divide them by

using edges between free nodes and represent clusters as

matrix representations. Ito et al. introduced another hierar-

chical structure into the partition of anchors and developed

a technique using the hierarchical circular layout of bipartite

graphs [7]. It is effective for visualization of large-scale

bipartite graphs. The technique is related to our technique

from the viewpoint that some structural elements are added

to one partition. However, we add them to the partition of

free nodes and propose a new representation style.

D. Matrix Representation

The techniques to express a network in the matrix repre-

sentation are used for a long time. The matrix representation

just displays an adjacency matrix, which is a mathematical

expression of a graph. This enables quick reading of the

adjacency of specific nodes, but it is unsuitable for tracing a

path consisting of several nodes. Ghoniem compared matrix

representation with node-link representation for easy reading

of information from the representations [2]. MatrixExplorer

is a tool that uses the matrix representation and a node-link

representation to use the advantages of both representations

[4]. In NodeTrix, matrix representations are locally com-

bined with a node-link representation to provide advantages

of the matrix representations [5]. The representation style

used in this study was affected by NodeTrix. The matrix

representation is combined with the anchored maps, which

is a representation style of node-link diagrams.

III. ANCHORED MAP + MATRIX REPRESENTATION

We propose a new representation style that combines an

anchored map with matrix representation as a representation

style of a semi-bipartite graph. We formalize the semi-

bipartite graph and clarify the style by showing the drawing

standard and the aesthetic criteria.

A. Semi-bipartite Graph

A bipartite graph is defined as GB = (A,B, E) with node

partitions A and B, which are disjoint, i.e., A∩B = ∅, and

E is a finite set of edges, i.e., E ⊆ A×B.

A semi-bipartite graph is defined as GSB = (A, B,E, F ),
where G = (A,B,E) is a bipartite graph, and F is

a finite set of edges connecting two nodes in B, i.e.,

F ⊆ {{u, v}|u, v ∈ B, u �= v}1. We call the elements in

set F “inner edges” of set B.

B. Combining anchored map and matrix representation

We devised a new drawing technique for semi-bipartite

graphs. With this technique, nodes of set A are arranged on

a circumference. Nodes of set B are divided into clusters by

using inner edges. The clusters are arranged at appropriate

positions expressing relations to other nodes and clusters

well. Every cluster is represented in the matrix representa-

tion. Nodes in a matrix are arranged in an order that clearly

expresses relations in the cluster.

C. Drawing Standards

The following standards are used for drawing anchored

maps [9].

C1 Nodes are represented as bullets (or small icons).

C2 Nodes in partition A are arranged on a circumfer-

ence.

C3 Nodes in partition B have no limitation with re-

gards to the coordinate system.

C4 Edges of set E are represented as straight line

segments.

We revised the drawing standards as follows to combine

an anchored map with the matrix representation. We divided

C1 into C1a and C1b and added C4b to C4.

C1a Nodes in partition A are represented as bullets.

C1b Nodes in partition B are represented as matrices

or bullets.

C4b Edges of set F are represented as matrices or

straight line segments.

A node cluster is represented as a matrix. Therefore,

edges of set F , whose endpoints are in the same cluster, are

represented in a matrix. Other edges of set F are represented

as line segments. The matrix representation of the clusters

is the same as that widely used for general graphs. A row

and column each corresponds to a node, and a symbol at

the intersection of a row and column denotes that a node

corresponding to the row and a node corresponding to the

column are adjacent to each other.

1F is a set of undirected edges from this definition. If we want to express
directed edges, we may use another definition such as F ⊆ {〈u, v〉|u, v ∈
B, u �= v}.
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D. Aesthetic Criteria

The following rules are used for the aesthetic criteria of

anchored maps [9].

R1 Nodes are separated mutually more than the lowest

distance.

R2 Adjacent nodes are laid out as closely as possible

(minimize the total length of edges.)

R3 The number of edge crossings is as small as

possible.

R4 Anchors adjacent to common free nodes are laid

out as closely as possible.

R5 Free nodes adjacent to common anchors are laid

out as closely as possible.

We expanded the aesthetic criteria to cover semi-bipartite

graphs as drawing objects and combine an anchored map

with the matrix representation. We replaced rule R2 with

R2’, rule R4 with R4’, and added rule R6.

R2’ Minimize the total length of edges.

R4’ Anchors connected to each other are laid out as

closely as possible.

R6 Nodes adjacent to common nodes are laid out as

closely as possible in a matrix.

Rule R2’ is the same as R2 at a glance, but upon closer

inspection they are different. The new representation style

includes the matrix representation, and the edge lengths

depend on the connecting points on a matrix. Therefore,

we describe rule R2’ with edge lengths rather than positions

of adjacent nodes.

In addition, in a semi-bipartite graph, two anchors not

sharing any free nodes may connect to each other via inner

edges. We believe such anchors should be placed close to

each other; therefore, we modified rule R4 to R4’.

We adopted rule R6 for the matrix representation to

express clusters of free nodes. Rule R6 is formally defined

by minimizing q in expression (1).

q =
∑

f∈M

∑

u,v∈A(f)

|p(u)− p(v)|, (1)

where M is a set of free nodes represented in a matrix,

and A(f) is a set of nodes adjacent to the free node f in

the subgraph2 consisting of cluster M , that is, A(f) = {v ∈
M |{v, f} ∈ F}. p(v) represents the position of node v in

the matrix, i.e., p : v → {1, 2, · · · , |M |}.
We need to satisfy the aesthetic criteria as much as pos-

sible. We should give priority to rules because two or more

rules may conflict. However, it is not easy to control the

priority of rules using force-directed techniques. Therefore,

we do not argue the priority here.

2the node-induced subgraph of GSB by M

IV. DRAWING METHOD

A. Outline of Layout Procedure
The drawing procedure is as follows.

1: Divide free nodes into clusters; creating a reduced

graph

2: Determine the anchor order

3: Determine the positions of free nodes (i.e., free

node clusters)

4: Determine the free node order in matrices

5: Link edges

Step 1: We divide nodes in set F into clusters by using

inner edges. Each cluster includes nodes strongly connected

to each other, and fewer edges connect different clusters.

We used Newman’s algorithm [10] to create such free-node

clusters. Every cluster is replaced with a single node to

create a reduced graph.
If we obtain a bipartite graph by this reduction, we

can just use the current anchored map technique. In most

cases, however, the reduced graph is also a semi-bipartite

graph because it is generally impossible to make clusters

so that there is no edge connecting the clusters. Therefore,

a technique for laying out a semi-bipartite graph as an

anchored map is necessary.
Step 2: Steps 2 and 3 are for obtaining the anchored map

of a semi-bipartite graph. In step 2, anchor positions are

determined using rules R2’, R3, and R4’. The procedure is

similar to that for bipartite graphs, but edges of set F should

be considered.
Step 3: Free node positions are determined using rules R1,

R2’, R3, and R5. The procedure is also similar to that for

bipartite graphs, but edges of set F should be considered as

well. If we want to obtain an anchored map without matrix

representation, we draw line segments connecting adjacent

nodes after determining positions of the free nodes in step 3.
Step 4: The clusters made in step 1 are represented in the

matrix representation. The order of nodes in the matrix is

then determined if it satisfies rule R6.
Step 5: For an anchored map of a bipartite graph, each

node is expressed at a point (a bullet or a small icon), and

each edge is drawn in a line segment. We do not need to

worry about routing of edges if the node positions have been

determined. Conditions for anchored maps of semi-bipartite

graphs are basically the same for bipartite graphs. However,

there are four positions to connect an edge to a free node

when the node is represented in a matrix. We have to choose

one of four positions for every edge to satisfy rule R2’ and

R3.

B. Drawing Anchored Map for Semi-bipartite Graph
As stated above, steps 2 and 3 are used to obtain the an-

chored map of a semi-bipartite graph. Therefore, we explain

them as a drawing technique of semi-bipartite graphs. The

technique we explain here is an extension of the technique

suggested in a previous study [8] on bipartite graphs.
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1) Determining Anchor Order: Because we determined

that the anchors are arranged on a circumference at equal

intervals in the drawing standard, what we should do in this

step is to determine the anchor order on the circumference.

The basic algorithm to determine the anchor order is the

same as in the previous study. We used a technique that

gradually improves the order while evaluating which order

would be good, that is, satisfy the rules.

We have to determine the exact positions of the free nodes

to evaluate the goodness of the order of the anchor order.

The positions are determined using the spring-embedder

model, which consumes a large amount of computation time.

Therefore, the previous study used an index called “penalty”,

which can determine the goodness of free node placement.

Some penalties were defined based on rules R2, R3, and

R4 [9]. Because we cannot evaluate rules R2 and R3 if the

positions of the free nodes are not determined, we use the

value of a penalty assuming that the free nodes are placed

at their ideal positions.

For semi-bipartite graphs, we cannot determine the ideal

positions of free nodes by using only the anchor positions

because we should consider edges between the free nodes.

Therefore, the use of penalty derived from rules R2’ or R3

may be difficult.

We defined a penalty using rule R4’. This penalty is

expressed with expression (2).

p =
∑

u,v∈A,u �=v

p(u, v) (2)

p(u, v) =
dc(u, v)

wE · pE(u, v) + wF · pF (u, v)
(3)

Let pE and pF be the number of elements of set E and

the number of the element of set F included in a path,

respectively. That is, pE(u, v) = |P (u, v) ∩ E|, pF (u, v) =
|P (u, v)∩F |, where P (u, v) is the path between node u and

v. Suppose that dc(u, v) is the distance between anchors

u and v on the circumference. wE and wF are constant

numbers to give weights to the elements of F and elements

of E included in the path. In our implementation, wE = 1
and wF = 2. We found these values from experience of

experiments.

When nodes u and v are not connected, i.e., there is no

path between u and v, let p(u, v) = 0.

2) Determining Positions of Free Nodes: After we de-

termined the anchor positions, we fix the anchors at the

positions and arrange the positions of free nodes using the

spring-embedder model [1].

C. Drawing Matrices for Node Clusters

In step 4, nodes in clusters are represented in the matrix

representation.

1) Determining Free Nodes Order: We make the row and

column orders the same. Therefore, what we should do in

this step is to determine the node order.

We propose a variation of the barycenter (BC) method to

satisfy rule R6, i.e., to place nodes related to each other close

together. The BC method is a heuristic algorithm which has

been proposed to reduce edge crossings in the hierarchical

layout of directed graphs [13].

Taking a hint from the BC method, we developed the

algorithm shown in Figure 1 to determine the node order in

a matrix. q in the algorithm is expressed by expression (1).

For the number of repeat times m, we used the number of

nodes in cluster M in our implementation.

give an initial order to every node in M
report m times {

for each node,

compute the barycenter of its adjacent nodes.

sort all nodes by their barycenters.

calculate q and record the order with the value.

}
select the order with the minimum value of q

Figure 1. Algorithm to determine node order in matrix

V. EVALUATION

A. Evaluation of Penalty

A good penalty precisely predicts how the final layout sat-

isfies the aesthetic criteria. Because the penalty we propose

is derived from rule R4’, we can expect a certain effect for

R4’. We conducted an experimental evaluation on how well

the penalty can predict for rules R2’ and R3.

We examined correlations between penalty values and

total edge lengths (rule R2’) and between penalty values

and the number of edge crossings (rule R3). We generated

100 random semi-bipartite graphs with 10 and 15 anchors.

The numbers of free nodes and edges were varied. For

each graph, we randomly generated 1000 anchor orders to

calculate correlation coefficients to reduce experiment time.

For the graphs with 10 anchors, 99% had a correlation

coefficient over 0.6, and 73% had one over 0.8 for rule R2’.

For rule R3, 84% of the graphs had a correlation coefficient

over 0.6. The results for the graphs with 15 anchors are

almost the same as with the 10 anchors. For rule R2’, 98%

of the graphs had a correlation coefficient over 0.6 and 70%

had one over 0.8. For rule R3, 95% of the graphs had

a correlation coefficient over 0.6. From these results, we

believe the penalty we propose is effective in predicting the

aesthetic criteria. We can expect it is especially effective in

the predicting edge length (rule R2’).

B. Evaluation of BC Method Variation

We conducted an experiment to examine how rule R6 is

satisfied using the variation of the BC method.
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For each randomly generated undirected graph, we cal-

culated a value of rule R6 (q) for every node-order pattern.

We also calculated q for the order found with the variation

of the BC method, and examined the ranking of value of q
in all patterns.

We generated 1000 random graphs with five, six, and

seven nodes to examine the ranking of values of q. For the

graphs with five nodes, 70% had a value in the top position.

In other words, the method found the optimal orders of about

700 graphs. For the graphs of the other two sizes, 60% –

65% had optimal orders. From these results, we believe that

the variation of the BC method is effective for rule R6.

VI. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

We show examples drawn using the technique we de-

veloped. The semi-bipartite graph shown in this section

was extracted from a social networking service. We ex-

pressed relations between users and communities using a

bipartite graph and expressed friendships using inner edges.

All examples represent the same semi-bipartite graph, and

communities are represented as anchors.

Figure 2(a) shows an example drawn using the technique

of a previous study [9]. The positions of all nodes were

determined without regard to the inner edges. The edges

were then drawn as straight line segments. In other words,

the inner edges do not affect the placement of nodes.

Figure 2(b) shows an example drawn also using the

technique of the precedent study. The positions of anchors

were determined without regard to the inner edges. We used

the inner edges when determining the position of free nodes

by using the spring-embedder model.

Figure 2(c) shows an example of the same graph drawn

with only steps 2 and 3 in the developed procedure. Free

nodes were not divided into any clusters, and every free

node was drawn as a bullet. We can see that the number

of crossings of the inner edges in Figure 2(c) are less than

those in Figure 2(b).

Figure 2(d) shows an example of the same graph drawn

using the developed technique. Free nodes were divided

into eight clusters, and each was drawn in the matrix

representation. We can clearly see the clusters and roughly

understand the connection patterns inside the clusters.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a drawing technique for semi-bipartite

graphs. We extended the anchored map drawing technique of

bipartite graphs and combined it with the matrix representa-

tion into a hybrid representation. In the new representation,

clusters of free nodes are represented in the matrix repre-

sentation, so we can easily see the connect components of

the nodes consisting of inner edges, which is a feature of

semi-bipartite graphs. We defined a penalty for arranging

anchors in semi-bipartite graphs and developed a variation

of the BC method for determining the order of free nodes

in a matrix.

There is room for improving the penalty we defined and

the variation of the BC method we developed. We plan

to develop more effective techniques through experimental

evaluation.
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